
 

Hyde Dust-Free Vacuum
Pole Sander Kit
Brand:Hyde
Code: C2071

$67.20 +GST $77.28 incl. GST

Description

Hyde Dust-Free Vacuum Pole Sander Kit

Introducing the Hyde Dust-Free Vacuum Pole Sander Kit, the ultimate solution for dust-free sanding on your worksite. Say
goodbye to the frustrating mess of drywall dust that invades your space and compromises the cleanliness of your
furniture, floors, and electronics. With this innovative pole sander, you can effortlessly connect it to a dust extractor
vacuum, ensuring a clean and healthy environment for both you and your surroundings.

Designed to protect your lungs from the harmful effects of drywall dust, this pole sander utilizes advanced technology to
capture and contain dust particles, preventing them from spreading throughout your workspace. The result? A pristine
environment and improved air quality that allows you to work with peace of mind.

Thanks to the user-friendly EasyClamp system, replacing the sanding screen is a breeze, enabling you to maintain optimal
performance without any hassle. The kit includes a 6-foot hose and coupling adapters that conveniently fit all Wet/Dry
hose sizes (1 1/4”, 1 1/2”, 2 1/2”), ensuring compatibility with your existing equipment.

With the Hyde Dust-Free Vacuum Pole Sander Kit, you’ll receive one sheet of reversible sanding screen, providing you
with long-lasting durability and cost-effective sanding capabilities. Please note that the pole is not included, allowing you
to use your preferred pole length for added convenience and versatility.

Please note: pole is not included.

https://colorex.co.nz/shop/products/hardware/hand-tools-hardware/pole-sanders/hyde-dust-free-
vacuum-pole-sander-kit/
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Compatible items (purchased separately)

Sandpaper
Hyde Net Abrasive Sheet 2 Pack
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